Review of “Nicholls et al.”
The authors explored the physical mechanisms for radiation to accelerate tropical
cyclogenesis and impact of diurnal cycles. The manuscript’s premise is interesting and
important. In addition, the manuscript is generally well written, and it is relatively easy
to follow the authors’ logic.
Before accepting this manuscript for publication in ACP, I suggest that the
manuscript would benefit from:
(1) a complete bibliography and discussion of previous work related to the
numerical modeling and influence of radiation of TCs (some of recommended works
are listed at the end), regardless of whether these works specifically address

cyclogenesis, they address many key ideas (e.g., radiation induced destabilization, the
diurnal cycle of TCs, moistening of tropical disturbances, and upper level outflow in
TCs) in this paper;
(2) clarifying the innovation of the paper;
(3) improving the quality of figures and representation
I reserve comments on minor issues at this time, because the revised version
addressing the major issues above should result in a substantially different manuscript.
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